
As Edith Fanta has already described the IXth SCAR
International Biology Symposium was special in a number
of ways. Amongst these, most importantly, its title was that
of a SCAR Special Research Programme, indicating a
convergence of the various disciplines within Antarctic
biology, hitherto operating in more than one international
research program. 

Until 2004 marine biologists on the one hand and
terrestrial and limnetic biologists on the other operated
alongside each other, with little interaction between them.
Marine biological research played a dominant role in the
framework of SCAR. With the collaborative research
programmes BIOMASS (Biological Investigations of
Marine Antarctic Systems and Stocks) and its successor
EASIZ (Ecology of the Antarctic Sea Ice Zone) (Hempel
2007) the marine biologists were highly successful not least
because the results were immediately applicable in
developing management strategies in the framework of the
Convention for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine
Living Resources (CCAMLR). 

In the wake of the BIOMASS program terrestrial and
limnetic biologists developed the BIOTAS (Biological
Investigations of Terrestrial Antarctic Systems) programme.
The two programmes ran parallel to each other without any
cross linkages. Although marine, terrestrial and limnetic
biological research addressed similar questions (such as
speciation, temperature adaptation, and metabolism) they
developed largely independently from each other, despite
similarities in approach. Huiskes & Clarke (2000)
suggested that this was largely due to the way in which each
group conducted their research, recognizing differences
both in scale and in disciplinary approach. 

That may be so, but one could argue - and not for the first
time - that marine, and terrestrial and limnetic ecosystems
differ significantly from each other and hence require
different approaches. Besides high biomass, the marine
Antarctic biota has relatively high species diversity.
Terrestrial and limnetic Antarctic biotas have the lowest
diversity on earth. Many marine species are stenothermal
organisms, evolutionarily adapted to a narrow temperature
range. Terrestrial Antarctic species face temperature ranges
of about 50°C and more, not only seasonally but also
diurnally. These species also face large fluctuations in solar
irradiation and rapid dehydration-rehydration cycles. 

However, with the increased application of molecular
techniques, and research on phylogeography and adaptive

evolution executed by both groups there was clearly a need
for collaboration. And yet, the SCAR EVOLANTA
(Evolution in Antarctica) program, implemented in 1989,
became a largely marine programme (running side by side
with the SCAR program EASIZ) despite various attempts to
include terrestrial and limnetic studies and the SCAR
RiSCC (Regional Sensitivity to Climate Change in
Antarctic Terrestrial and Limnetic Ecosystems) programme,
was purely land-based, as the title indicated. 

Despite this divide, the research had more in common
than one would believe from the respective titles. The
proceedings of the final symposium of the EVOLANTA
programme (Antarctic Science 16(1) 2004) listed
contributions on molecular phylogeny, genome dynamics,
and protein structure and function, but also contributions on
abundance, species diversity, and distribution patterns. The
RiSCC program terminated its activities with the production
of multi-author volume ‘Trends in Antarctic Terrestrial and
Limnetic Ecosystems’ (Bergstrom et al. 2006) which
comprised contributions on biodiversity, colonization
processes, and biogeography, but also chapters on genetic
studies on origin, diversity, and evolution of terrestrial
organisms. 

This indicated that land-based and ship-based biologists
were converging in their scientific approaches. 

And because of that, the transition from EVOLANTA,
EASIZ, and RiSCC into EBA (Evolution and Biodiversity
in the Antarctic), brought about by the restructuring of
SCAR in 2002, went relatively smoothly and was hardly a
landslide (or, if one prefers, a sea change).

The present special issue of Antarctic Science illustrates
in part this unification process, although it is unfortunate
that many of the papers were not submitted for inclusion
here.

Questions on the origin of organisms in the Antarctic
region were addressed by marine as well as terrestrial and
limnetic biologists: Gibson & Bayly (2007) for instance
reported on the origins of crustaceans in inland waters,
Murray et al. on marine picoplankton, Peat et al. reported
on bryophytes and lichens, to name but a few. 

Biogeography, (species) diversity, radiation and related
topics were addressed in the marine realm as well as in the
terrestrial and limnetic realm: a keynote address on
molecular approaches (Tjede), reports on echinoids (David
et al.), isopoda (Brandt et al.), and ostracoda (Brandao)
from the marine system, and from the terrestrial biota,
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diatoms in moss vegetation (Van de Vijver et al.), the grass
Deschampsia antarctica (Van de Wouw et al.), nematodes
(Chipev et al., Convey & Maslen), rotifers (De Smet), and
lichens (Jerzy & Beata) whilst Pearce et al. (2007) gave
evidence of a bipolar distribution of lake bacteria. The
application of molecular techniques in diversity studies is
now well established in Antarctic and provides new insights
in the origin and distribution of Antarctic organisms.

Molecular techniques are also the stock in trade of
evolutionary studies (e.g. La Terza et al. 2007, Verde et al.
2007). Although evolutionary studies on Antarctic
organisms are still predominantly executed on fish, we also
heard presentations of studies performed on seabirds, and
read posters on microorganisms and mosses.

Besides molecular techniques other sophisticated
techniques are also being used nowadays in studies on
community structure (ROV’s, see Gutt 2007), foraging
behaviour and side fidelity (e.g. Cameron et al. 2007)
(stable isotopes, satellite transmitters), carbon and nitrogen
fluxes (stable isotopes), and vegetation studies (remote
sensing). A wide range of papers on the ecology, physiology
and behaviour of seals showed very active research on these
higher predators using the latest techniques. 

We were treated to new approaches in selecting marine
protected areas (Harris et al. 2007), new insights in
monitoring and management (Reid 2007), and a comparison
of the success and failures of CCAMLR and the
International Whaling Commission (Kock 2007). The use of
fishery data in the study of krill ecology (Kawaguchi &
Nicol 2007) provided new insights and new ways of
collaboration in the management of the marine
environment, an area where biologists were for a long time
just the providers of baseline data in aid of the development
of management plans by others.  Meanwhile Hagen et al.
(2007) dealt with the vexed question of krill carnivory and
Quetin et al. (2007) examined the habitat variability for krill
and the implications of climate change. On land there was a
critique of conservation techniques implemented by the
Antarctic Treaty (Walton).

And yet, the more knowledge we gather about the
Antarctic biotas, the more we realise that our knowledge is,
in many fields, still insufficient. Angelika Brandt and
Simone Brandao made it perfectly clear that the ANDEEP
cruises showed us how pitifully little we know about the
deep-sea environment around Antarctica. And when it
comes to the development of scenarios for change in
ecosystems as a result of enhanced UV radiation and
climate change the keynote papers by George Knox and
Clive Howard-Williams & Ian Hawes (2007) convinced us
that for marine and inland water systems respectively, there
is still much work awaiting us before realistic predictions
can be made. 

Indeed “Our ability to predict ecosystem responses is a

test of our ability to understand ecosystem processes,
structure and function”, Howard-Williams & Hawes
concluded. 

In conclusion one could only repeat a much-used Dutch
citation:

“Hoofden van Lebak, er is veel te arbeiden in uwe
landstreek!” (Leaders of Lebak, there is much work to do in
your region!)  (Multatuli 1860).
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